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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN V$RBAL FACILITY A.WD
DELAYED SPEECH FEEDBACK
Introduction
i1h.e general purpose of this study is to explore the
relationship betw en verbal facility and the delayed speech
feedback phenomena.

This phenome-na is produced by delaying

a subject's auditory awareness of his own speech.

The

subject speaks into a microphone, his voice is recorded on
a magnetic disc and rep roduced through earphones which he
is wearing, with a short delay between speech and audition.
This delay cause
stuttering.

an abnormal speech pattern resembling

Lee (19.51), one o:f the first investigators

of the delayed speech feedback phenomena, describes the
subjects• reactions to the delayed condition as follows:
"The subject slows down and raises his inten ity, or attempt

ing to maintain norm.al speech, he halts or rep ats syllables
t

and continuant sounds." -The design of the delayed speech
feedback apparatus ha

been previously described 1n detail

(Black, 1954; Fairbank & Jaeger, 1951; Lee, 1951; Marple

& 1'1orrill, 1951; Ti1'fany, Hanley, &� Sutherland, 1954).

Previous experimental evidence has indicated certain

controls and factors which are relevant to the invest1gation of delayed speech feedback.

rom the 147 studies

listed in the bibliography on delayed feedback prepared by

Chase, Sutton, & First (1958), those studies which were the

most representative and were pe rtinent to the present study
1

2

were considered in the review.

Research has been oonducted to determine the relation

of speech disturbances caused by delayed feedback to volume
and to time delay.

Lee (1950; 1950b) states that 'artifi

cial stuttering' can only occUl' when the-volume o:r the delayed
feedback is sufficiently high to overcome the sound of the
subject's voice which he hears through bone conduction and
also a certain minimum time of delay 1s necessary to produce
this speech disturbance.

One study (Black, 1951) reported

that increasing th·e delay of the a1r-oonduoted signal
affects the speed and intensity of the sp�aker during read
ing.

In this study 22 male subjeots were used with amount

of delay as the prin,ciple experimental variable.

The intensi

ty level at the subject's ears remained at 85 to 90 db

throughout the e.x:periment.

The results reported indicated

that the rate of oral reading was progressively reduced a

the increments of delay time increased to 0� 30 second, the

longest delay time used.

The intensity of responses in•

creased progressively with increments of delay up to 0.27
second.

Another study (Fairbanks, 195.5) using 16 male

college students randomly chosen, who had no hearing loss
and spoke the sam dialect• found that a time delay of
0.20 second gave the maximum disturbances.
the intensity rem 1ned at 30 db
throughout the entire experiment.

In this study .,

bove the vocal input
Thia arbitrary value was

decided upon by experienoed individuals as the value
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appropriate for this study since it was within the range
of auditory comfort and was not so loud in the undelayed
conditions as to cause the lowering of the aubjeot's vocal
intensity.

Hanley-and Tiffany (1954b) keeping the delay

time constant at 0.14 second and varying the intensity
level of the delay from 10 to 50 db above the auditory
threshold found that increases in reading time were posi
tively and significantly associated with the intensity
level of the feedback deiay.

Similarly j Peters (1954)

found that th speech rate was retarded when the intensity
level and delay time were increased.

One investigator

(Spi·lka, 1958) stated that betveen 30 and 40 db above vocal
input and a delay of 0.18 to 0.20 aeoond is optime.l for
producing the desired

ffects,

Other studies (Fairbanks

& Guttman, 1958; Ble.ak, 19,,58) have used similar values -ror
the intensity and delay factors.

The majority of the studies on delayed.speech feed
back dealing with time delay and intensity have indicated
that the greatest speech disturbances will occur when there
is a 0.18 to 0.20 second delay with an intensity of 30 to
40 db above auditory threshold.

The effects of delayed auditory -reedbaok upon various
speech variables have been reported in the literature.
study (Fairbank

1

One

1955) which employed 16 male subjects

reading a. prose passage under dif
. ferent delay times, indicated

that articulation 1s the vocal factor most affected by
d layed feedback.

Fairbanks concluded that delayed speech

feedback has direct effects upon articulation and duration
while changes in

ound pressure and frequency were indirect

effects.

Harbold and Doehring (1957) experimented with a rating

scale technique used to quantif'y the spoech disturbances
that accompany delayed speech feedback.

In their study

fluency judgments were obtained from three panels of judges
on samples of speech of 22 male subjects under conditions
of delay and non-delay trials.

The· results of this study

showed that fluency judgments were significantly correlated
with speech rate under delayed- conditions.

The significant

correlation indicated that slow talkers were g nerally rated
as less flu nt than .fast talkers.

Another study (Atkinson,

1954) states that there appears to be a tendency for the

mor

intelligible speaker to be less affected by delayed

speech feedback than the leas intelligible speaker.
Some studies have made an attempt to determine if an
adaptation effect takes place while speaking under conditions
of delayed feedback.

Atkinson (1953) in one study used ten

readings under ton different delay conditions for a period
of

75 seconds and reported that no adaptation took place

in intensity or duration of the speech under the delayed
condition .

Atkinson did not. however, rule out adaptation
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in possible autonomic qualiti es which might have occ urred.

Another study (Tiffany & Hanley, 19$6) reports that no

s1gnif1eant adaptation takes place in reading rate, but
noted significant adaptation in fluency with readers learn
ing to avoid repetitions and omissions.

The studies dealing with various speeoh variables seem
to indicate that articulation and duration are the direct

effects of delayed feed.back while changes in intensity and

frequency are the indirect effects.

Since articulation

and duration are the direct effects of delayed feedback,
it was found that articulation could be measured by the time
it took a subject to read a passage und r conditions of
non-delay and delay feedback.
slow

Also, it has been shown that

peakers were generally rated as less fluent than

rapid spea.kera·and that the m.ore intelligible speaker is
less affected by delayed speech feedback than the less
intelligible speaker.

From these preliminary studies on

delayed feedback, individual differences are beginning to
be investigated.

Neely (1951) observed the efreot of

speech training with di:fferent delay times upon the rate
and sound pressure level of the speech of a group of
stutterers.

He concluded from this study that t here was

a ohange in intensity but there was no change in rate ffif
speaking.

Similarly, a significant change in rate of speak

ing was not accompanied by a change in the sound pressure
level.
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Hanley and Tiffany (1954a) attempted to construct a
new test for auditory malingering or psychogenic dea.fnes .
In their study they employed a combination of rate measures
and observations of other f:fects of speech breakdown pro•
duced by delayed feedback.

They found·reliable and useful

clinical information as an aid in the evaluation of suspected
eases of malingering or psychogenic deafness.

The auditory

malingerers teated under conditions of delayed feedback
were affedted in their speech while those who had an
auditory disorder were not affected in their speech.
Spilka (1954) studied the relationship between certain
aspects of peraonality 1 as measured by the California
Test of Personality, the Minnesota Multiphasio Personality
Inventory, and o ther objective measUI'es, and vocal
of delayed speech feedback.

ffects

Results of this study indioated

the existence of a low positive relationship between in
creases in vocal intensity and, 1) inadequacy and instability
of the self-conceptual system, and 2) paranoid behavioral
tendencies.

Other speech variables were not found to be

positively significant.
One study which involved a relationship between in
telligence ·and behavior produced by delayed feedback has

been conducted by Barnes (1957).

This study related

different voice variable alterations caused by delayed

t'eedback to intelligence levels of the mentally retarded.
In this study, twenty mentally retarded institutionalized
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adult males, comprislng a low and a high IQ group, des
cribed pictures under three differ"6nt delay times end
one condition of non-delay.

Barnes reported that there

we:re no significant d'ifferences between th e high and low
IQ groups in duration, phonation time (total speech time
exclusive of pause time), and intensity under the delayed
conditions.

It should be noted that in this study the IQ

scores were taken from the institution's files and that
no standard test was given to all subjeots.

This le.ck of

consistency could have affected the results obtained f1>om
this study.

No references were found in the literature

on the interaction of the delayed speech feedback phenomena.
and verbal intelligence on a normal population.
In the present study the independent variable is
v rbal facility dei'.-1ned e.s verbal intelligence as measured
by the Wochsler-Be:l.levue See.le, Form I.

Wechsler (1958) in

his analysis of the test states that the grouping of the

subtests into a verbal and performance scale emphasizes a
dicotQmy a� regards possible types of ability the test
measures.
.,

�owever, he stdtks, this grouping of the sub-

tests into a verbal and :performance scale does not necessarily mea�I that these are the only types of abilities

measured bt the test.

In an earlier publication Wechsler

(1944, p. 'U+6) says, 1'That the most useful feature of th e

Wechsler-�llevue so.ales is their division into a Verbal

8

. k• •

and .P rformance p :rt •••• It6 .I ;e1:"tor1 value 1a that it

po

1ble

comparl on b�twe&n

eubject•a f oility in using

words and synabole and his ability to man.1pul.$te objeets,
and to pei-ceive visual p tterns,"

S vere.l faotorial sti1dies (B lineky • · 1941; Goh n, 19.52;
Davi , 19$6) have h ).pd 1n defining t..
Wechsler• ell vu Sc le meEuJures.

abilities the

From these studies thre

factor or abil1t1
The e faotoro ar ; l) a broad verbal faotor� (vel"bal oornpreh n ion), Z) a non verbal organ1a�tion

actor

(perfor :n�e ., non-verbe.l or p ce and visual- otor or_eniza
tion) and ,3:) ·a _g taetor (general intellectual :f\L"'lct1on1ng).
Th atud.iee on 1ntell1g nee as msaeured b, the

W . hsler-Bellevue Soal·e, Fo:rna I ind1e ted tba.t J or
ab1l1t1

m.oaeured b

the toat,.

Th• Verbal Soal

measure

verbal comprehe-ns1on. eonoentrat1on and

m a UN

non-verbal or v1sua.l-motor performancu,.

attention. in contr

4

t to the PerfoFmnce So le which

Both

portions of th te&t, howevor, im,asures aome gener l
int lleetu l ability.
studi•

The conelusio a drawn ft:-o

the e

ar that a person w1th a high Verb .l Score ha.a

gr&at r v rbal skill while e. person with a high Parforman(HJ
Seera b.aa sreatet- non-verbal or viaual•motor b111t1os.
The pm,,o

of this

tudy 1s to test tb hypoth

is that:

Subject who emonsti--ate high V$ttbal fae111ty will
b less atrect din p rform.$.l'loe by delayed speech
feedb ok than subj eta with a low verbal rac1l1ty.
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Metho d
Subj ots.
this study.

Sixty male college students were used 1n

Thirty whose Verbal IQ was within the range of

94 and 110 with mean IQ of 105.90 c onstituted the low ver
bal f'ac111ty group. hereafter referred to as the low verbal
group.

Thirty subjects whose Verbal IQ was within the range

of 120 and 131 w1th mean IQ of 124.64 constituted the high

verb':l.l .ra.cility group ,, hereafter referred to as the high
verbal group.

The ages of all subjects were between 17 and

29 with mean age of the low verbal group being 20.47 and

the mean age of the high verbal group being 21.70.

All subjects had no hearing loss ., spoke with the same
dialect and had no gro s speech defects.

No subject had

previously experienced delayed spaeoh :feedback under the
condition

of this study.

To insure that each subject wae

able to hear, an indivi dual audiometric examination with a
Maico F-1 pure tone audiometer was given.

This examina

tion consisted of a pur, tone sweep test between 250•
8000 cps at 15 db.

Only those subjects �h1ch responded to

all octav frequencies in both ea rs were permitted to par
ticipate in the remainder of the experiment.
subject

were rejected on the basis of thi

=ighteen

hearing test

and were not us d in future testing procedures.

All

subjects who passed the requ1ren1ents of the a ud1ometrio
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examination then read Arthur,

!h! YoW'.43 �

(See Appendix}

and were judged on this reading by the xperimenter for
gross speech defects and dialeot.,

lf a subjeot was judged

to have a gross speech defect or to speak with an atypieal
dialect, he was rejected.

A total of

5 subjects were re

jected on the ba,sis or this judgment.

Those subjects not eliminated in the first two steps

were given the 6 Verbal subtests of the Wechsler-Bellevue,
Form I.

The sum of these eubtests was reduced to a

5-

test base by taking 5/6 of the weighted Verbal scores.

From all the people who took the teat, 30 subjects were
chosen within an IQ range of 120 to 131.
subject

Thirty-one

were rejected at this point because their IQ. was

not within the limits specified.
Apparatus� Materials.

The apparatus used in this

investigation were: , (l) An Eoho-Vox 720-B delay feedback
apparatus with a Maioo amplifier.

915 "Century" crystal Microphone.

F-1 Dynamic Air•Receiver

arphones.

(2) An Elect:ro-Voiee
(,3) A set of Maiao
(4) A Meylan, 60-

eecond, 60-minute stop watch.
The materials used were;

(1) The Wech�ler-B llavue,

Form I manual of instructions, materials, and forms.

!1;t Grandfather. (See Appendix).
Arthur, The Youpg .!!!i• (See Appendix).

A copy of

(2)

(3) A copy of
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froaeduro.

Each subject was taken individually into a

semi-soundproof room, was fitted wi th the earphones and was
told to stand 6 to 8 inches from the miorophone.

All sub

jects were given the following standardized instructions.
In this portion of the experi�ent you will
read two different passages at your normal ree.d1ng rate, Th first passage which is presented
to you will be read once whil the second pas
sage presented will be read twice. During the
re dings you will hear yourself in the earphones,
Do not stop reading when this happens until you
have completed the entire passage, Also, do
not move around anymore than you have to and do
not take off the earphones once we have started
the experiment. K ep your eyes on the reading
material and start when you hear a click like
this (oliok of the stop w�toh), I will say
"Ready," you will hear the click, th&n bogin
reading. B sure to read the title as well as
the pass.age each time. Between all readings
there will be a JO second re t period when you
will remain quiet. Are there any questions?
At the completion of the third :reading the

ubjeot was

informed that the testing was completed and was r quested
not to tell anyone what happened during the experiment.
The first passage presented to each subject wa. Arthur,
The Young Bat. This reading was not timed, was non-delayed,
and served to familiarize the subject with the apparatus.
The second and third readings iere of the passage,
father.

!1I Grand

Both of these readings were timed, one being a

non-del yed reading and the other a. delayed reading.
Fi�teen subjects of each verbal group randomly chosen
received the delayed reading first and the non-delayed
reading

eoond, while the other fifteen subjects of each
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verbal group received the non-delayed reading first
followed by the delayed reading.

The subgroups ot· each

verbal group were recombined to test the main effect of
delayed feedback on each specific IQ range.

For all

delayed r eading s 1n this study the delay time used was
0.18 second at the intensity between 25-8000 cps of

85

to 90 db.
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Results
The performance of the subjects is stated by the
mean difference in time, measured in seconds, taken to
read,� Grandfather under conditions of non-delay and
delay feedba.ok.

'!'able l {Page 14) presents the means of

the counterbalanced and the total groups for each IQ range
calculated from raw data.
An F ratio was employed to test the hypothesis that
the variances of the low and high IQ groups were equal.

In Table 2 (Page 15) is shown the F value to be 1.55 which

is not significant at the
one-tailed test.

5%

level of cont'idence making a

This non-significant ratio indicates

that the hypothesis of a common population variance is
tenabl •

Table 3 (Page 15) presents the signiricance of the

difference between the mean reading times of low and high
IQ groups when the variances are equal.

The calculation

procedure employed (Edwards, 1954} yielded a t value of
2.61.

Using

58

d grees of freedom making a one-tailed

test, this value of 2.61 indicates that we have a significant
differe nce between the means beyond the 1% level of confidence.

The hypothesis that subjects who demonstrate high
verbal facility will be less affected in performance by
delayed speech feedback than subjects with a low verbal
facility is confirmed beyond the 1% level of confidence.

Table I
The DU'ferences in Reading Time Between Delayed and
Non-delayed Speech Feedback Groups
Groups

Low Verbal IQ
Low Verbal IQ

Conditions

N

Non-delay
Delay

15
15

Total

High Verbal IQ
High Verbal IQ

Total

30

Non-delay
Delay

15
15

JO

Mean Time
(seconds)

37.95

43.74
40.85
26.62

32.38
29.50

15

Table 2
The Differences Between the Variance
of Low and High IQ Groups
Groups

Low Verbal IQ
High Verbal IQ

N

Sum of
Squares

Independent
Estimates

30
30

60068.44
32570.7$

345.34
a22.a1

F

1.55

Table .3
The Dii'ferenoes Between the Mean Reading
Times of Low and High IQ Groups

Groups

N

Low Verbal IQ
High Verbal IQ

30
30

Mean Time
(seconds)

40.85
29 • .50

t
2.61

i6
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to determine whether
verbal facility. defined as Verbal IQ, is a factor which
can be related to the delayed speech feedback p_enomena.
In order to keep this study 1n line with previous research,
an audiometric examination was given and the screening of
subjects to determine if they were speech defective or if
they spoke an atypical dialect was employed.

A short

passage, but long enough to give measurable results, con
taining all the sounds of the English language was used
on the experimental conditions of delay and non-delay
feedback.

A warm-up period on a task similar to the ex

perimental task was employed.

The time it took the subjects

to read a passage under delayed and non-delayed con4itions
determined the efiect delayed speech feedback had on the
subjects.

A delay time of 0.18 second with the intensity

between 85 and 90 db was used in all delayed conditions
of speech feedback.

The new variables employed in this study were oounter
balanoing of each verbal group, and verbal facility as
defined by the Wechsler-Bellevue Scale. Form I.

The

counterbalancing of eaoh verbal group on the delayed and
non-delayed readings of speech feedback indicated that a
difference in mean time under these conditions exists.
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Summary
The purpose of this study was to explore the relation
ship between verbal facility and the delayed speech feedback
phenomena among sixty male college students.

To determine

the hearing acuity of the subjects, a pure tone sweep test
on a Maioo F-1 pure tone audiometer at 15 db between 2508000

cps was administered

by

the experimenter.

All

subjects responded to all octave frequencies in both ears.
The subj cts were adjudged as to speech defect or atypical
dialect on the basis of reading Arthur,� Young Rat, a
passage which contains all English speech sounds.

Only

those subje cts were used who had no gross speech defects
and who spoke the same dialect.

The estimate of the subject's verbal facility was
based on their Verbal IQ on the Wechsler-Bellevue Scale,

Form I.

Thirty subjects obtained a Verbal IQ between 94

and 110 and constituted the low facility group.

Thirty

subje cts aohieved an IQ between 120 and 131 and were
classified as the high facility group.
Under the conditions of delay and non-delay feedback,

all subjects were given the same instructions.
were pres_ented with the passage of Arthur,

All subjects

!a! You,ns B.il

in whioh the speech feedback was non-delayed.

This con

dition was giv n primarily to familiarize the subjects
with the apparatus.

The second and third readings were

either del�ed or non-delayed and employed the passage,

19

!1z Grandfather. Counterbalancing was effected by giving
fifteen of high verbal facility and fifteen of low verbal
facility the delayed reading first and the non-delayed
reading second, while the other fifteen of each group ware
given the non-delayed reading fir-st followed by the delayed
reading.

The differ·enoe in time it required to read

I1z

Grandfath�r under delayed and non-delayed conditions

provided the measure of the effect speech feedback had on
all subjects.
An F ratio was used to discover whether the two sample
distributions were equal.
F of

1.55

Equality was indicated by an

making a one-tailed test which was not signifi-

cant at the

5%

level of confidence.

At was then used to

test the hypothesis that subjects who demonstrate high
verbal facility will be less affected in performance by
delayed speeoh feedback than subjects with a low verbal
facility.

This hypothesis was conf'irmed beyond the 1%

level of' oon.f1dence, a. :rinding which implies that future
research on delayed speech feedback should control the
measure of verbal facility as measured by Verbal IQ.
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Appendix
Arthur, The Young Rat
Once, a. long time ago, there was a .young rat narneti
Arthur, who could never make up his :flighty mind.

When

ever his swell friends used to ask him to go out to play
with them, he would only ans er airily, "I don't know."
He wouldn't try to say yes or no aither.

He would always

shirk from ma.king a specific choice.
His proud Aunt Helen scolded him:
she stated.

"Now look here,"

"No one is going to aid or care for you if

you carry on like this.

You have no more mind than a

stray blade of grass."
That very night there was a big thundering crash and
in the foggy morning some zealous men with twenty boys and
girls, rode up and looked closely at the fallen barn.

One

of them slipped back a. broken board and saw a squashed
young rat, quite dead, half in and half out of his hole.
Thus, in the end the poor shirker got his just dues.
Oddly enough his Aunt Helen was glad.
oily sneaks,"

0

I hate such oozy,

said she.
(Johnson, et al., 1948, P• 422)

Appendix

!1J: Grandfather
You wished to know all about my grandfather.

Well,

he is nearly ninety-three years old; he dresses himself in
an ancient black frock coat, usually minus several buttons;
yet he till thinks as swiftly as ever.

A long j flowing

beard clings to his chin, giving those who observe him a
pronounced feeling of the utmost respect.

When he

speaks, h is voice 1s just a bit ere.eked and quivers a

trifle.

Twice each day he plays sk illfully and with zest

upon our small organ.

Except 1n the winter when the ooze

or snow or ice prevents, he slo wly takes a short walk in
the open air each day.

We have often urged him to walk

more and smoke less, but he always answer s, "Banana oil 1"
Grandfather likes to be modern in his language.

(Van Riper, 1954, Pp. 178-179)

